Story Swamp – Tabletop RPG
Operation: Aurora Destructus

By Aditya Vijayakumar
adityavi@andrew.cmu.edu

Part 1
History & Factions
In the year 2021, Dr. Björk Psycosis of Iceland created a mind control device
codenamed "Medusa". Finally after 10 years of development, he used it while the G-20
world summit was in session, secretly controlling the minds of top world leaders. He
then manipulated these leaders to install mind control beacons spanning the entire
globe. Creating an artificial civilization all living by his doctrine, the world was becoming
a dull place habited by automatons (called noobs). In 2022, he successfully rewired the
"Google servers" to manage a massive-networked AI that controlled all humans under
the influence of "Medusa”. This game takes place 2 years before Dues Ex: Human
revolution in the year 2025.

ApostleCorp

ApostleCorp, a secret organization (among a few others) formed during the
"initial outbreak"(time between the G-20 incident and the beacon installations) invented
the "Gray Elixr" a liquid that contained nano-bots that prevented mind-control. From the
time of its creation, the goal of ApostleCorp was to kill Dr.Psycosis, destroy the
"Medusa" and return the world to normal.

Illuminati

Among other corporations were the Illuminati, an ancient faction who's sole aim
was to take over the world by taking control of "Medusa". Re-surfacing from the ashes,
the Illuminati were tirelessly recruiting agents (minions) to secretly build an army that
would eventually help them achieve their goal. They resisted "Medusa" by developing a
signal jammer codenamed "Shadow" that was stitched into a person's spinal cord.

Sand People
There was also the "Sand people", people who reside near gulf countries
unaffected by Medusa (something in their Blood it seems). But they resorted to
cannibalism since their desert was cut-off from the outside world. Though most of them
were killed (either by their own race or by the "noobs") a few of them managed to
escape. The people who escaped either joined the Illuminati or ApostleCorp.

CERNists

Last of the factions were the CERNtists. This was the smallest of the three
factions (a total of 30 people). This faction housed at Transylvania, Romania after
"noobs" destroyed their labs at Switzerland. These brilliant scientists were working in
secret, cloaking themselves from the rest of the world. No one knows their true motive
and some say that the ApostleCorp is secretly controlled by these CERNists.

Maps & bases
Medusa Influence map

Faction bases

Points on Interest
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Medusa - Iceland
AI HQ - Bay Area
New CERN Lab - Romania
Illuminati HQ - Italy
ApostleCorp HQ - Siberia
Illuminati Cells - Ireland, New Zealand, Singapore, India, New York, Egypt
ApostleCorp Cells - UK, Russia, Hawaii, China, Brazil, Chile, Pittsburgh, South
Africa
8. Section 4 - Remote CERN base/ApostleCorp meet - Alps/Bavaria

Players/NPCs
Players
1. Omar "pwned" Ali

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Played by Mark
Sand person by blood
Illuminati spy who infiltrated the CERNist group
Ulik ‘s apprentice
Known for hacking, infiltration, assassination, talking, dagger skills,
naturally resistant to Medusa
g. Selected this picture because he looks like a smart guy who can’t be
trusted
2. Dr. Ulik Nostrdamus

a.
b. Played by Frank
c. Chief CERN scientist

d. Omar’s master
e. Brilliant in analysis, intelligent, inventor (make things from scrap), talking,
pistol skills
f. Selected this picture because he looks like he knows what he is talking
about
3. Griselda "Godmother" Blanco

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Played by Yue
The best ApostleCorp Sharpshooter
Super-natural athlete, good with guns and close quarters, stylish.
Has a steel melding on her neck because she was previously a defected
illuminati member
f. Selected this picture to drive a point that this girl is good at what she does
- killing

NPCs:
1. Dr. Björk Psycosis

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

The man who rules the world with his Mind control companion Medusa.
Graduated from Carnegie Mellon with a degree in Robotics
Native Icelander
Selected this picture because he looks like a mad-scientist

2. Medusa

a.
b. Mind control software written by Dr. Bjork
c. Works along with ‘Loki’ to control the minds of people on earth
d. Selected this picture because it gives a sense of a corrupt AI
3. Loki
a. Google AI that controls everyone
4. Copter Herman
a. The pilot who drives them from Kirkwall to Iceland
b. Freelance mercenary
5. Dr. Alex Brandon
a. ApostleCorp Head
b. Used to experiment with Aliens at Area 51
c. Quit his job when he heard about the "initial outbreak" to form
"ApostleCorp"
6. Agent L
a. Accompanies the chosen 3
b. Long coat
c. Armed with a Katana
d. Sushi master
e. ApostleCorp scout

Story Progression
The story will be improvised on the spot but the base structure is as follows.
1. The 3 players meet at Section 4
2. Section 4 is empty. The room has 4 chairs and a table.
3. A note on it. See you soon
a. Agent L, left the note. (He is scouting nearby places for hostiles)
4. 3 people with glowing red-eyes walk towards the building at a slow pace (their
bodies are decaying, so they can’t move at full speed)
a. Introduce combat
5. After killing the 3, 8 more appear. Agent L saves the day and tells them “our
cover has been compromised, these were the scouts and there will be more
soon. We need to move”
6. Gives the Myol chip to Ulik.
7. De-brief’s them. You are the chosen 3 who are going to infiltrate Dr. Bjork’s base
in Iceland and destroy Medusa. Secondary obj: try getting Bjork alive.
8. We need to to meet Dr. Alex at UK. He will tell you how the “Myol” can be used to
destroy Medusa. As a distraction several of our Troops will mount an attack on
the AI HQ, during which we can safely travel towards Bjork’s base. Follow me.
9. Move towards the port town of DunKirk where a boat awaits us.
10. Midway L stops.
a. He says “I heard something”.
b. After a turn.
c. L’s hand is missing (from a powerful sniper shot from a distance.
d. There is another one charging towards them with a pistol and a
vibro-blade. (Only the silhouette, the blade and pistol fire is seen from a
distance).
e. After close inspection you see an Illuminati symbol.
11. Somehow they knew we were carrying “Myol”.
12. Patches himself after killing them.
13. They reach Dunkirk. The boat awaits them and they take off.
14. In the distance they see land. L tells them that they need to get to the tube”, that
is exactly 2 KM from shore.
15. They get down.
a. The city is crawling with “armed noobs”.
b. Yes, they can fire weapons.
c. Pinned down with heavy fire.
d. L points them to the secret Tube entrance.

e. L distracts the armed noobs.
f. Copter Herman will be waiting for you there. He shuts the tube entrance
and you hear (L get killed).
16. They need to pull out a brick from the wall to open the long secret passage.
17. They meet Copter Herman and follow him to Kirkwall.
18. Once they reach Kirkwall, they meet Dr. Alex who gives them good and bad
news.
a. Good: The AI is distracted
b. Bad: The illuminati ambushed the crew that was surprise attacking the AI
HQ and killed them all
c. Advice: I will tell you just before you are ready to leave (It’s a bomb that
triggers an EMP blast followed by a microwave transmission to fry the
circuit. But it has a 1Mile blast radius which is extremely harmful to the
human brain)
19. They reach Hermans gunship near the coast and are ready to leave.
a. They get a roped harpoon, ice melder, 3 dry suits.
b. Herman is to drop them a few miles away from the coast’s entrance where
they need to melt ice from the bottom of the island to reach the Base.
Medusa is directly exposed to Ice to cool down the system.
20. It’s a blank room with one corner housing a small circular device emitting a lot of
heat. But the ice around it seems to constantly melt and reform at the top.
21. You find Bjork, he sits on an armored mech.
a. The mech has 2 laser cannon that’s powered by a tank of gas behind the
mech. Need to destroy tanks to kill Bjork
22. You then end game with the choices.
a. The island starts melting if u destroy Medusa
b. Otherwise the Illuminati conspiracy unfolds

Journey Map

Character sheet - Omar "pwned" Ali
Played by Mark

Inventory: Coolers, stim-packx2,
ciggaratesx10, vibro-dagger, multi-tool,
Sub-machine gun, matches, c-chip

Info:
> Sand person by blood
> Ulik ‘s apprentice
> Member of the CERNists group
> Skilled in technology and infiltration
> Witnessed the death of his parents by
cannibals

Physical
Close quarters
Pistol
Rifle
Awareness
Stealth
Athletics

Skill
Points
4
1
1
4
5
4

Social
Charm
Trickery
Style
Leadership
Intimidation

1
6
3
1
3

Mental
Analysis
Creativity
Medical
Natural Resistance
Hacking
Endurance

2
3
0
7
4
1

Actual
skill

Character sheet - Dr. Ulik Nostrdamus
Played by Frank

Inventory: stim-pack, flask of Vodka, energy
wrench, energy pistol, band-aid, healing kitx2

Info:
> Chief CERN scientist
> Omar’s master
> Intelligent, inventor (make things from scrap)
> Inventor of many things, Nobel Prize winner

Physical
Close quarters
Pistol
Rifle
Awareness
Stealth
Athletics

Skill
Points
1
5
1
2
0
1

Social
Charm
Trickery
Style
Leadership
Intimidation

5
2
2
5
2

Mental
Analysis
Creativity
Medical
Natural Resistance
Hacking
Endurance

6
7
3
1
2
1

Actual
skill

Character sheet - Griselda "Godmother"
Blanco
Played by Yue

Inventory: Sniper rifle AP, visor, Medkitx1,
chocolate barx3, machete (ancient)

Info:
> The best ApostleCorp Sharpshooter
> Super-natural athlete, good with guns and
close quarters
> Has a steel melding on her neck because she
was previously a defected illuminati member

Physical
Close quarters
Pistol
Rifle
Awareness
Stealth
Athletics

Skill
Points
6
3
6
4
0
3

Social
Charm
Trickery
Style
Leadership
Intimidation

2
0
6
1
1

Mental
Analysis
Creativity
Medical
Natural Resistance
Hacking
Endurance

1
0
3
1
0
2

Actual
skill

Analysis & Game Feedback – Part 2
Interest curves
1. Yue’s interest curve

Yue’s thoughts:
a. “Why am I always the one who does not have a secret agenda?”. She told this
because, every playtest within our group had a betrayal at the end and every
time the betrayal was unexpected
b. The story was immersive but didn’t know what was happening at the beginning
c. About character portrait: “I could imagine so I do not think it would have altered
my experience if you hadn’t given the character portrait”

2. Frank’s Feedback

Frank’s thoughts:
a. Consequences weren’t as dramatic and punishing
b. Story was a little too linear
c. Need to prepare more on the scenery/plot points

3. Mark’s interest curve

Mark’s thoughts:
a. Mark said “The betrayal is becoming a trend. I shouldn’t have introduced that
because tabletop RPGs don’t usually have betrayals”. But I decided to have this
because I found this to be fun when I played his RPG
b. Too many maps
c. Liked the Cyber ninjas in the forest

What I noticed/felt:
1. The reason why I created so many things I might not use is because multiple
story lines can develop if someone else wants to use this world. Also, since this
world is so huge, chances of running other campaigns from the same world is
possible without changing much of the background and main plot
2. Giving the players pictures of whom they are supposed to role play helps them
better visualize the world and feel for the character. But some feedback from the
players shows otherwise.
3. I was forcing the game to follow the story I envisioned
4. I enjoyed playing RPGs more than being the DM/Game master
5. Though I had a fixed plot that they needed to follow, it did not turn out the way I
planned. Because:
a. Dice rolls determined the fate of the game at almost every step
b. The playtesters I had were not afraid to try out weird things. I really
enjoyed this because it showed the potential loop holes in my story and
the things that they tried out were “Fun”, that’s why they did that. (This
helps in “Following the fun”)
6. I had to improvise so many things. This made me feel that I might have needed
to prepare more. Also running my first game was insightful. I know what things I
need to prepare ahead
7. The players had more fun towards the end because of the betrayal. The betrayal
was unexpected and played with the emotions of the player. I felt that playing
with emotion makes the player feel more attached to the experience.
8. Setting up/Communicating the back story took a long time. More pictures would
have helped speedup this process

Lessons I learned:
1. Make maps for crucial points in the game beforehand instead of improvising on
the spot
2. I need to draw every scene with a little bit of detail so that players will get an idea
of what they need to do more clearly
3. Don’t assume that the players know what needs to be done
4. Find a way to use ‘Indirect control’ instead of directly telling the players
5. Come up with multiple story branches but steer it to one ending
6. Keeping an NPC with the crew all the time helps steer the direction of the story
without actually intervening
7. Using in-game colloquy helped get players immersed into the game/story

How the game played (Things that happened [not
planned])
1. In section 4 – Frank made a hole on the floor as an emergency escape
2. They did not shoot the “noobs” until they slammed at the door
3. The illuminati ninjas destroy Griselda’s leg, but after the battle was won Ulik used
his wrench to fix her leg from tree logs(he rolls 20)
4. They use the fuel on the boat to make an explosive
5. Once they reach the shore, Omar distracts the armed noobs to let them escape
6. Griselda looses her leg again while trying to sneak past the armed noobs
7. Ulik tries to save her but gets pinned down on a tree
8. Ulik fixes her leg again at the base
9. They reach the base, open the hatch and sneak in
10. Once they see Bjork, they sneak and capture him(They rolled to high and
actually cancelled the BOSS fight before it could begin)
11. Uilk uses opens Medusa’s door with ease(they roll high again, so no need to
force open)
12. After analysis they find out how to insert the Myol chip
13. Omar gets into the Mech suit and tries to kill everyone else(Ulik thinks he is
Illuminati)
14. Ulik charms him out of the Mech suit(rolls 20 again) and hops in
15. Agent L charges against Omar, Omar shoots him down at point-blank. Agent L
slices a part of Omar’s body making him a little physically disabled
16. Girselda literally didn’t know what was going on
17. Ulik used the laser cutters on Omar(Ulik rolls 20 to shoot, Omar rolls 11 to
dodge), Ulik slices Omar’s body in half
18. Girselda was now confused and she was thinking of using Omar’s c-chip
19. Ulik convinces her to examine Omar’s body(She finds an Illuminati tattoo)
20. She is now convinced and Ulik uses his chip. Station is going to self-distruct
21. They decide to save Agent L, he is losing too much blood. Ulik uses a med-kit on
him
22. He then needs to carry L back to base(He rolls 20 again!). They successfully do
that and return the world to normal!

Actual journey

Journey
1. Game started at Section 4 located in the Bavarian Alps
2. They travel for a few days along the snow covered woods towards the port city of
DunKirk
3. They take a boat to the English shores
4. They use the tubes to move towards the North of England to Kirkwall
5. They use a Helicopter to get dropped just before Iceland
6. They reach Dr. Bjork’s hidden lair

Note: I drew each scene on the spot

References
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Dues Ex
Red alert 2
Star wars – sand people(just the name)
Hellgate London
ApostleCorp, Illuminati – Deus Ex
I painted both maps in Paint.net
The game takes place at a time 2 years before DeusEx 3: Human revolution,
bridges the gap between our world and the game
8. Omar Ali – character from Deus Ex 3
9. Dr. Ulik – Dr.Wallace from Half life 2
10. Griselda – Kerrigan from Stracraft 2 (The name Griselda Blanco is the name of a
ruthless Columbian Drug Lord who used to rule Miami)
11. Medusa – Shodan from System Shock 2
12. Loki – Norse God who betrays Thor and gang
13. Copter Herman – Name derived from “Gunther Herman” from the original Deus
Ex
14. Agent L – Japanese Manga character who plays the main detective role in
“Deathnote”

Secret note given to Omar Ali
You are an Illuminati spy who infiltrated the CERNist group!
Your objective: Once you reach the Medusa, kill the rest and insert the C-chip

